EQUIVALENCY COMMITTEE

Marlys Cordoba, Robert Frost, Bill Hirt
Jerry Pompa

AGENDA

December 4, 2012- 11:00 AM Board Room

Item 1: Review applications of

a. Jackie McNamara-Janke - COMS
b. Maria Cristin Berisso - Mathematics

Item 2: Returning Instructors for Spring 2013

a. David Carico - MATH
b. Amy Cooper - HPER - taking classes
c. Kim Freeze - HPER - Completed Bachelors - working on Masters
d. Fred Gradel - HPER - working on degree
f. Rod Koehler - working on degree
g. Tammy Stoltenburg - working on degree
h. Angela Towner - working on degree
i. Becky Valdez - working on degree

Item 3: Good of the order

Item 4: Adjournment